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INTRODUCTION

Because the time to bank combat aircraft has become
Increasingly important and because information on the
variation in the tirze to bank with altitude and with
weight distribution along the wings Is not available, the
present theoretical investigation wae made to determine
tne magnitude of thpse effects. The variation in the
necee~ary aileror. control and in the time required ho

bank to 45° and SOO with altit~:de and radii of gyration
for a typical fighter or a pursuit airplane have been
oomputed and are yrepented herein.

v true airspeed, miles per hour

vi indicated airspeed, miles per hour (correct reading
\ of airspeed indicator calibrated to read true air-

speed at zero altitude)

M Mach number

Y longitudinal flight-path angle, degrees

Kx ratio of radius of gyration about the X axis to span

Kz ratio of radius of gyration about the Z axis to span

t time, seoonds

c1 rolling-moment c~6fficient, +
qSwb

L rolling moment, foot pounds
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q dynamic pressure, pounds per square foot

~o impact presRure, pounds per square foot

Sw wing area, square fe9%

b span, feet “

AIRPLANE CEARACTEEISTICS AND M3THOD

The total weight of the aiuplane considered in the
computations ia ~300 pounds; wing leading, 35 pounde per
square foot; aspect ratio, 6; and span, 40 feet. The
aerodynamic -haractcmlstic6 were chosen to be representa-
tive cf pur:ult or fightiar aircraft In hi~h~speod flight
just below the critical speed.

The altitude vtls varied from O to 50,000 feet under
stand~rd coriditlons. The ratio of the radi~s of gyration
about the X axi~ to the wing sqan was varied from O.Ob to
C,16 and the ratio of the radius of gyration about the Z
axio to the wing s~au wa~ var?od fro~ 0.14 to 0.22. This
ran.go of radii-of-gyration ratios covers the ccEplete
range cf all the values known for 42 exlating convention-
al pursuit and fi~hter aircraft. The motions of the air-
plane were studied in vertical dive, high-speed glide,
level flizl.t.,a~ld cll~h attitudes at constant ]fach num-
ber, con~~ant ~rve airspeed, and constant indicated air-
sFeed.

The lateral motions were commuted for the caaes
given in table I.

The Impact pressure for the various conditions fif
flight are given in table II.

The lateral motio~s ~f the airplane were deter%i~ed
l?y solvl~g thg differential eaviatior.e of mctlon in a
~anaer similar to. that used in reference 1. In the pre9-
ent reFort the ailerons were assumed to he deflected in
such a way as to increase uniformly the roiling-roment
coefficient apolied to the airmlane &uring the first one-
tenth secJnd and to hold it oonstant thereafter.



RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The reeults are presented in figures 1 to 3.

3’lgure 1 Includes three types of variation with alti-
tude: one ~arlation at constant true airspeed, another at
constant Mach number, and a third at constant indicated
alrepeed. Caees for constant true airspeed and oonstant
Maoh number are chosen to be identical at 20,000 feet and
aasea for oonstant Indicated airspeed and oonstant Mach
number are chosen to be Identical at 50,000 feet.

Y’lgure l(a) Shows the variation with altitude of the
rolling-moment coefficient that must be apmlied by aile-
rons to perform two banking maneuvers; namely, the attain-
ment of an angle of bank of 45° at the end of the first
half second and ’30° at the end of the first second.

Figure l(b) shows the variation with altitude of the
time to bank to 45° and 50°. The rolling-moment coef-

ficients applied at all altitudes are those that produce
an angle of bank of 45° at the end of the first half
second and of 90° at t~h~ end of the flr6t second at zero
altitude..

!l!herolling-noment coefficient necessar:~ to lank tO

45° in one-half eecond is greater than that necessary to
bank to 90° in 1 second. This difference In reaulred
r~lling-moment coefficient is due to the fact that the
airplane accelerate~ in roll during all or a large part
of the time intervals considered. The moment of inertia
In roll therefore has an important Influenoe on very short
rolling maneuvers. The rolling-moment coefficient re-
quired to bank to any other angle in the same time Is
directly proportional to the angle; that is, to bank to
450 in 1 second requiree half the rolling-moment coef-
ficient necessary to bank to 90° In 2 second.

The deorea~e in reouired rolling-moment coefficient
shown for increasing altitude with indicated airspeed oon-
~tant is caused by the large Increaee In true airspeed
that is required to maintain a given indicated airepeed.
(See table I.) !Che rolling-moment coefficient neoessary
to bank the airplane in a given time IS not a funotlon of
v~loclty alone, however, as iEI shown by the variation of
rolling-moment coefficient with altitude when true air-
speed Is constant (fig. 1).
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At a Mach number of 0.75 and also at a true airspeed
of 530 miles per hour, a greater rolling-moment coeffi-
cient is required to bank the airplane to 900 In 1 second
at high altitudes than at low altitudes. At a Mach number
of 0.75 the increase in rolling-moment coefficient re-
quired in changing from 20,000 to 40,000 feet fs about 40
percent for the airylane considered.

If the hinge moment is assumed to be proportional to
the rolling moment, a relative hinge moment may be com-
puted by multiplying the rolling-moment coefficients of
figure 1 by the corresponding impact pressures presented
in table II. These relative hinge moments are presented
In figure 2 in a manner similar to that used for the roll-
ing-moment coeffioiente of figure 1.

The factor of proportionality between the rollizg
moment and the hln~e moment depend~ on the aerodynamic
cnar.acteristlc~ of the particular airplane. The variation
of stick force with hinge moment varie~ with linkage and
booeter systems. The com~mtation of the variation of
stick force with altitude from the hinge-mcment variation
requlree a knowledge of the variation in etiok force with
hinge moment for a particular case.

The hinge moment= apvlled in figure 2(b) are those
that produce an angle of bank of 45° at the end cf the
first half eecond and 90° at the end of the first second
at %ero altitude,

The hinge moment necessary to bank to 45° and 90° in
the stated time intervale IFI greatly decreaeed hy in-
creases in altltude. For the 90° maneuver at a Mach num-
ber of 0.75 the hinge moment is 44 percent lees at 40,000
feet than at 20,000 feet.

The time to bank to 90° and 45° greatly decreaees as
altitude increases if the hinge moment is held constant
at all altitudes. The decrease in the. time to bank to
SOO ie 30 percent for a change in altitude from 20,000 tc
40,000 feet.

Although figure 2(b) does show the variation of the
time to bank to given &ngle6 With altitude for various
constant hinge morcente, the corresponding rolllng-moment
coefficients reouired at high altitude exceed those ob-
tainable with prasent de?igpe. The decrease in the time
to bank to a given angle as ehown in figure 2(b) is there-
fore limited by the maximum rolling-moment coefficient
available.
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From figures 1 and 2, it Is concluded that if the
etrength of the pilot limits the aileron deflection, as

“ita”usually the cade for preserit high-speed airplanes, the
aileron effectiveness increpaeq with altitude.

“3

At a
given limiting Mach number, the increase in effectiveness

A
results largely from the larger defleotione produced by a
given force applied to the stlok and the increase In ef-
feotlvenese will continue only to th~ altitude at which
the maximum design deflection of the aileron IS reaohed, “
Above this altitude the aileron effe~tive~ess will de-
crease. The aileron system, therefore, should he de-
signed for rolling-moment requirements at high altitude
and the hinge-moment limitations at low altitude.

~igure 3 includes variations of the radius of gyra-
tion about the X axis of the airplane In a glide and In
level flight at 530 miles per hour and at an altitude of
20,000 feet. The radii of gyration of airplanes of widely
different classifications fall within the range of radii
of gyration considered. These classifications Inolude all
conventional single- and twin-engine pursuit and fighter
airplanes with wide variations in weight distribution
along the wings.

11’igure3(a) shows the variation with the radius of
gyration about the X axis of the rolling-moment coeffi-
cient necessary to attain an angle of bank of 45° at the
end of the first half second and of ’30° at the end of the
first second.

Figure 3(5) shows the variation of the time to bank
to 45° and 90° with the radiue of gyration about the X
axis. The rolling-moment coefficients applied for all
values of the radius of gyration are those that produce
an angle of bank of 45° at the end of the first half
seaond and of 90° at the end of the first ~econd with the
ratio of radius of gyration about the X axie to the span
equal to 0.08.

The effect of changes ir the radius of gyration in
roll on the rolling-moment coefficient necessary to bank
to 90° in 1 second is large because of the large percent-
age of the maneuver spent in accelerating the airplane In
roll. The rolling-moment requirements are increased
about 28 percent by increasing the radius of gyration
about the X axis from 0.08 tc 0.16.
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The effeot on the banking maneuvers considered of
variations in the radius of gyration about the Z axis are
negligi%lo~

The longitudinal flight path was varied from a ver-
tical dive to n 13.9° climb at 530 miles per hour and at
2C,000 feet. The effects on the banking maneuver of var-
iations in longitudinal flight path angle are negligible
in the range investigated.

Yor all the assumed conditions of flight, the angle
of eidealip requiting from a rolling-moment coefficient
of 0.05 deviates in an oscillatory manner during the first
2 second8 and does not exceed an angle of the order of 2°.

Langley liemori~l Aeroanutical Laboratory,
National &ivisory CommittPe for Aeronautics,

Langley Field, Va.

1. Yehlner, Leo l?.: A Study of the Effects of vertical
Tail Araa end Dihedral on the Lateral Maneuvera-
bility of an Airplane. liACA A.K.R., Oct. 1941.
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TABLE I

CASES ~OR WHICH LATERAL MOTIONS WERE COMPUTED.

Oaee

-T
2
3
4

5
6
7

8
9

10

11
12
13

14
15
15
17

18
19

H

0.750
.750
.750
.750

.556

.800

.800

.269

.354

.502

.750

.750

.750

.750

.750

.750

.750

.750

.750

v
[mph )

570
5%0
496
496

530
530
530

204
27fl
4U0

530
530
530

530
530
530
530

530
530

VI lAltituile
(mPh)l (ft)

1

570 0
400 20,000
268 40,000
204 50,000

53(J

I

o
278 40,000
220 50,000

204 ~ o
204 20,000
204 40,000

400 ‘ 20,000
400 20,000
400 I 20,000

I
400 ao,coo
400 20,000
400 20,000
400 20,000

20,000
400 20,000

(d:g )

-30.7
-13.9
-6’.1
-4.4

-27.0
-6.7
-4.8

-4.7
-4.7
-4.5

-13.9
-13.9
-13.9

0
0
0
0

13.9
-90.0

‘x

CT%
.125
.126
.125

.125
125
:125

.125

.125

.125

.060

.080

.160

.125

.060

.080

.l~o

.125

.125

KZ

).175
.176
.175
.175

.175

.175

.175

.175
;175
.1’75

.140

.220
,230

.175

.140

.220
● 220

.175

.175

VARIATION Or IMPACT PRESS?J3E WITH ALTITUDE

Altltuda ‘lC

(ft) x = 0.750 v= 550 mph Vi = 204 mph
●

‘1ii!p; I E!:20,000
40,000
50,000

-— ---—— .....- -----.. ... ....... .-...-—

X6-
.088
.224
.355

.042

.198

.320 .

.325

.328

.350 .

.088

.088

.086

.091

.091

.091
● 091

.088
2
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